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ABSTRACT

This dynamic, econometric approach extends a 1986 report that examined the
effect of exchange rates, U.S. agricultural policy, and world income growth on
U.S. wheat exports. This report confirms earlier results indicating that U.S.
wheat exports are strongly influenced by changes in competitors' exchange
rates and target prices, and little by changes in world income. An important
difference from earlier findings is the longer time period over which exchange
rate changes affect wheat exports. Export levels may not be fully affected by
exchange rate changes until 4 years after the initial exchange rate change.
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In July 1986, we reported 1973-85 estimation results from a simple model,
showing the relationships among U.S. wheat exports, export competitors' real
exchange rates, world income, and U.S. policy variables (3, 4). 1/ Our
results suggested that wheat exports were influenced by changes in
competitors' real exchange rates and by U.S. target prices. Changes in world
income did not affect wheat exports. Moreover, wheat exports began to respond
to exchange rate changes only after a lag' of 5-6 quarters, and the largest
exchange rate effects were not evident until 10-12 quarters after the exchange
rate change. There was a certain tentativeness to our results because,
without 1985 data, our regression estimates exhibited much wider variability
than those that included these data. We also thought that exchange rates and
policy might affect wheat export levels over a longer time period than we
originally allowed for.

This report contains new results based on the same underlying model and
differs in three ways from the 1986 report. First, we extended the maximum
quarterly lag lengths on the model variables. We had previously set an upper
bound of 12-quarter lags on the exchange rate index and, policy variable' anda-
4-quarter lag on world income. We determined an optimum lag for each variable
using the Akaike final prediction error (fpe) criterion and the Pagano-Hartley'.
test. The two criteria indicated long lags, close to the maximum number of
lags permitted, except. for world. income. We increased the maximum lag length,
to 20 quarters for the competitors' exchange rate index. We extended the
maximum lag length of the target price to 16 quarters. We kept the maximum
lag length on world income at 4 quarters.

Second, this sample covers 1975-86 instead of 1973-85. We added the 4 quarters
of 1986, reflecting the passage of time since our initial report. We moved
the beginning sample period ahead8 quarters in extending the maximum lag
length for the exchange rate to 20 quarters. Third, we estimated the
equations, using Almon lags with polynomial and endpoint restrictions on all
explanatory variables. Earlier,'we. placed 'an Almon lag on only the exchange
rate variable. We imposed the polynomial restrictions to conserve degrees of
freedom,and to obtain a truer representation of the lagged effects of the
explanatory variables on wheat exports. We recognized that the estimates of

1/ Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to sources cited in 'References at
the end of this report.



the individual lag weights are generally biased unless the correct lag length
and polynomial degree are correctly specified. We employed the same two
criteria mentioned in the previous report to help minimize the possibility of
bias in estimation.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

We used a partial equilibrium trade model to simplify the tracing of the
effects of changes in macroeconomic variables and U.S. agricultural policy on
wheat exports. We assumed competitive markets and no backward linkages from
agricultural exports to exchange rates. We assumed domestic demand conditions
in exporting countries and domestic supply in the importing country to be
perfectly inelastic so that concentration is focused on trade flows. All
variables in the model are in real terms; the volume of trade flows is affected
by real importer income and real prices. Further, the United States is one of
the wheat exporters, and the world price of wheat is quoted in dollars.

We based the supply of U.S. wheat exports (0) on the real price of wheat
(wp) and U.S. agricultural policy; that is, the real target price (tpw) and
the real support price (spw).

. SA(wp,tpw) - LA(spw/wp) . (1)

where SA(wp,tpw) represents excess supply from current production and
LA(spw/wp) the flow of wheat into public stocks. If the real price of wheat
(wp) increases, farmers will be encouraged to increase their allocation of
resources to this commodity, and wheat production will rise. Conversely, if
the prices of other goods and services increase more than wheat prices, then
farmers will turn to these higher priced commodities and wheat supply will
diminish. Increases in deficiency payments occur through higher target prices
(tpw), which also will augment export supply. The ratio of support to actual
wheat price, spw/wp, determines the flow into public stocks. If the support
price rises relative to the wheat price, farmers will place more of their
product in public stocks rather than in exports and, hence, the negative sign
before LA.

U.S. agricultural policy alters export price and quantity responsiveness,
depending on. the closeness of the loan rate to the Worl.d-market - price land. , . „
participation rate in the programs Increases in the suPport, price directly
influence the world wheat price btit'in,yerS,elyl,4ff4 U S eiciob"r,t.s. 'Rather •,
than exporting more wheat., U.!. producers increase : the flow of whea.t into:
public Stocks. , Conversely, the target price acts as, an export subsidy, when
increases in the target incentives production reducing
the dollar wheat price but augmenting U.S. exports. 2/ The effect of the

2/ The effect of the target price on exports could be moderated by the effect
of land diversion requirements for deficiency payment eligibility. This issue,
however, is not straightforward. If farmers are indifferent to program
participation, an increase in the diversion requirement will cause them to
leave the program, in which case, they will increase the acreage they.plant.
In contrast, if farmers are inclined to participate, then an increase in the
diversion requirement will lead them to divert more acreage to stay in the
program. This issue has relevance to this study but is not dealt with
directly.
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policy instruments taken together is an empirical question. The target price
could partially, fully, or more than offset the support price.

The rest-of-world (ROW) export supplier bases its supply decision to the world
market on the local price of wheat:

SF(ef*wp) (2)

where the supplier's price is converted to local currency by ef, defined as
the real foreign currency price of the dollar. Use of the real exchange rate
translates the world price of wheat into the real price for the ROW exporter.
The foreign supplier's domestic price of wheat falls (rises) and as a
consequence the quantity supplied declines (increases) when the dollar
depreciates (appreciates).

Excess demand for wheat exports 0d) depends on the importer's real income
(y) and the importer's grain price in local currency,

Qd = D(y,em*wp) (3)

where em represents the importer's price of the dollar. An income increase
would augment foreign demand if the domestic production response is small, and
if grain is a normal good for world importers. Similarly, if the local
currency price of wheat declines, perhaps because of a dollar depreciation,
then the quantity demanded would increase.

Total world exports (Qs) equal the sum of U.S. (0) and other country
exports (q):

and the market clearing condition (Q)

= Qs = Qd,

(4)

(5)

or world excess supply (Qs) equals excess demand 0d).

The reduced-form model upon which we based our empirical analysis specifies
that the logarithm of wheat exports is. ,a linear function of the logarithms of
competitors' and importers' exchange rates, importer real income, real U7S.
target prices, and real U.S. loan rates. 3/ The model specifies that exchange
rates affect wheat export levels through their effect on domestic and foreign
wheat prices, 'We did not pursue other ways that exchange rates affect
agricultural export levels in this report. 4/

In the 1986 report, we encountered estimation problems due to high
collinearity between the target price And loan rate series and between the-two
exchange rate series, that is, the value' of the dollar measured against export
competitors and against wheat importers. We resolved the exchange rate issue
by using the competitors' exchange rate series as a proxy for the effects of
both exchange rates. Subsequent testing showed that estimated results were

3/ See Haley and Krissoff (3, 4) for the derivation of the export volume
equation.

4 ,

4/ For summary of alternative specifications, see Abbott (1), Orden (6), and
Chambers and Just (2).
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robust regardless of which series we used. We resolved the target price/loan
rate issue by just using the target price series. Use of either series
yielded a positive sign on the sum of regression coefficients corresponding to
the selected policy variable. We interpreted this result as implying that
target prices in their role as an export subsidy outweighed the effect of the
loan rate as an export tax. We used the competitors' exchange rate and the
target price in the estimation described below.

ESTIMATION RESULTS

Quarterly wheat export and target price data are from various issues of Wheat 
Situation and Outlook Report.. A real composite exchange rate index based on
U.S. export competitors is from the Economic Research Service of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. The world income level is based on data compiled
from the International Financial Statistics (IFS) of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). 5/

J

We recognized that comparative static results derived from our model are a
product of an adjustment process working itself through time. The length of
the adjustment process is a function of the structure of agriculture and of
domestic and trade policies of both wheat export competitors and importers.
Rather than undertaking the complex task of formally modeling the reasons for
a slow adjustment process, we allowed the variables to have lengthy lags. For
the estimation period, we tested for the average length of time over which
adjustments of U.S. wheat exports to changes in exchange rates, target prices,
and income occurred.

We used both the Akaike fpe and Pagano-Hartley criteria in selecting optimal
lag lengths and polynomial degree. The Akaike fpe is defined as:

T + (number of parameters) SSE(a,b,c) 
T - (number of parameters) x

fpe(a,b,c)

where T is the sample size and SSE(a,b,c) is the sum of squared errors when
Yt-i, 1=0, a, Xt-j, j=0, ...,b, and Zt-k, k=0,...6,are the regressors of the
estimated equation. The appropriate lag-length selection depends on the
combination of lag lengths, which minimizes the fpe. Minimum fpe values for
given lag lengths on the exchange rate series are presented in table 1. The
minimum fpe for all exchange rate lags is 0.00856. The lag lengths on each of
the variable series are 17 on the exchange rate, 15 on the target price, and
zero on world income.

5/ According to the theoretical model, the appropriate income variable
should account for changes in economic activity in countries that import
wheat. Real income data for those countries, however, are not available on a
quarterly basis. As an alternative, a proxy variable was chosen that is
derived from the unweighted summation of quarterly real gross national product
levels expressed in 1980 dollars for Belgium, Canada, France, Japan, Italy,
Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and West Germany. We compared the data for
these countries on an annual basis for 1970-82 with annual real income based
on a trade weighted average of those countries that import U.S. wheat. The
contemporaneous correlation between the series is very high, equaling 0.98.
No lag/lead correlation (up to 3 years considered) is ever greater than 0.78.
On this basis, we assumed that the quarterly series used in this report is an
appropriate proxy for studying the effect of importer income on the demand for
U.S. wheat.
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We used the Pagano-Hartley test in addition to the fpe method because the
lag-length issue is important. The Pagano-Hartley technique involves the Gram-
Schmidt decomposition of the independent variable matrix: X is factored into
an orthonormal matrix Q times an upper triangular matrix R. If B represents
the vector of coefficients for the objective function, then XB = QRB = QM. To
test for the optimal lag length, the following hypothesis is tested:

H1-j: 111-i = 0

where l-j denotes the lag length. The optimal lag length is determined when
the hypothesis for the first j can be rejected. With more than one lagged
explanatory variable, each explanatory variable's lag length needs to be
tested given the lag structure of the other variables.

In table 2, we report t-statistics associated with applying the Pagano-Hartley
technique to our data. In the top part of the table, we varied the target
price lags and report the t-statistics corresponding to the lagged exchange
rate series. Below, we varied the exchange rate lags and report the
t-statistics corresponding to the lagged target price series. In these two
exercises, we specified a zero lag on the world income variable. Below the
two sets of t-statistics, we reported the t-statistics on the lagged world
income series with optimum lags on the two other explanatory variable series.

Table 1--Akaike statistic for lag-length selection

Exchange Target World Minimum final
rate lag price lag income lag ,prediction error

20 15 0 0.01099
19 15 3 .01022
18 41 0 .00948
17 15 0 00856
16 14 4 00990

15 12 3 03634
14 12 3 .03354,
13 12 0 04199
12 12 0 .04683
11 12 0 .04921

10 12 0 .05015
9 6 0 .05160
8 6 0 .05066
7 6 0 .04840
6 6 0 .04721

5 6 0 .05244
4 6 0 .05981 -
3 12 4 .06168
2 12 3 .06808
1 12 0 .06446
0 4 4 .06753
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The results of applying the Pagano-Hartley criterion are in basic agreement
with those obtained from applying the fpe criterion: 17 lags on the exchange
rate, 15 on the target price, and zero lags on world income.

If we were to estimate the model based on the specification implied by the
lag-length tests, the number of parameters to be estimated would be 39: 18
exchange rate coefficients, 16 target price coefficients, 1 world income
coefficient, and 1 constant and 3 seasonal dummy coefficients. There would be
only 9 degrees of freedom because there are only 48 observations for the
chosen sample period. To increase the number of degrees of freedom, we
imposed polynomial restrictions on each of the lagged series. We used the fpe
criterion and the Pagano-Hartley test in the selection of the optimal
polynomial degree similarly as described in this report for the lags (tables 3
and 4).

The two criteria support a second-degree polynomial restriction on the
exchange rate series and a third-degree restriction on the target price
series. The Pagano-Hartley results, however, do not rule out a third-degree

Table 2--Pagano-Hartley t-statistics for lag-length selection

Item
Target price lags

16 15 14 13 12

Exchange rate lag:
16 -5.33 -5.56 -4.67 -2.57 -2.14
17 -2.48 -2.76 -1.60 -.83 .68
18 .71 .11 .46 .52 .50
19 .26 .39 .11 .11 -.50
20 .66 .70 .50 -.52 -.51

Exchange rate lags

20 19 18 17 16

Target price lag:
16 4.42 4.74 5.04 5.06 3.81
17 2.79 2.96 3.32 3.42 2.49
18 3.58 3.82 4.10 4.27 3.00
19 1.94 2.01 2.11 2.25 .26
20 -.78 -.83 -.95 -.53 -.94

World income lags

Lag:
10 .9657
.16081 

-.05312 
3 1.1421
4 .5939
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restriction on the exchange rate series and a second-degree restriction on the
target price series. We reported the results of estimating the model based on
the first specification as equation 6 and the results of estimating the model

Table 3--Akaike statistic for polynomial degree selection

Degree restriction Degree restriction Final prediction
exchange rate target price error

3 3 0.03095
3 2 .03056
3 1 .03119
3 0 .03249
2 3 .02997
2 2 .03049
2 1 .03196
2 0 .03456
1 3 .03253
1 2 .03115
1 1 .03158

1 0 .03445
O 3 .03834
O 2 .03698
O 1 .03897
O 0 .04467

Table 4--Pagano-Hartley t-statistics for
polynomial degree selection

Degree restriction Target price polynomial degree

1 2 3

O -4.11 -5.28 -5.79 -5.79

1 -3.94 -3.43 -3.10 -3.05
2 1.31 -1.12 -1.59 -2.18

3 2.05 1.62 1.24 .67

0
1
2
3

Exchange rate polynomial degree

1 2 3

3.14
2.87
1.96
-.53

5.07 4.50 4.45
2.33 2.33 1.85
1.47 1.91 1.55
.12 1.51 1.07

7



based on the second specification as equation 7. We defined the following
symbols we used in reporting the equation results:

xw = log of U.S. wheat exports in million bushels,
wldgdp = log of wheat importer real income,
tpw = log of real U.S. wheat target prices,
exrw = log of real exchange rate based on U.S. wheat competitors, and
ql, q2, q3 = quarterly dummies.

The number in parentheses immediately below a coefficient is the standard
error of that coefficient.

XW 16.516 - 0.486 qlt - 0.924 q2t - 0.392 q3t
(7.849) (0.064) (0.066) (0.064)

15 17
+ 0.541 wldgdp

t 
+ 2.215 E 

tpwt-i 
- 3.874

(1.259) (0.982)i=0 (0.747)i=0 
t-i

ft° = .847
ssr = .863
se = .155
dw =1.685

xw = 22.253 - 0.490 q1t - 0.907 q2t - 0.403 q3t
(11.212) (0.065) (0.065) (0.064)

15 17
- 0.766 wldgdp 4. + 3.565 E tpwt_ - 3.191 E exrw

t-i(1.877) (1.523)i=0 (0.787)i=0

Re = .844
ssr 7 Am

se =.156
dw =1.688

(6)

(7)

The results are consistent across equations. The sum of the exchange rate
coefficients exceeds three in,absolute 'value. The target price variable
enters with a significantly positive coefficient, while the coefficient on
world income cannot be distinguished from zero. The sum of the exchange rate
coefficients and corresponding standard errors for the two specifications for
various lag lengths is ,shown in table 5. In both specifications, the exchange
rate does not exert any significant influence on wheat exports until 15
quarters after the exchange rate change. This time period is longer than that
indicated in our 1986 report.

There is no reason to presume that exchange rate effects on wheat export
volume remained constant through the entire estimation period. We treat the
issue technically as the reasonableness of pooling time series data to
estimate equations 6 and 7. We have sufficient degrees of freedom to apply
the standard Chow test to the model because we are working with the Almon lag
specification. The results will be tentative, however, because the lag lengths



Table 5--Distribution of lagged exchange
rate effects on wheat exports

Accumulated Equation Sum of regression Standard
lag lengths number coefficients errors

O - 3 6 -1.495 0.880
7 -.746 .771

O - 7 6 -.457 .585
7 .717 1.091

O - 11 6 .509 .805
7 .542 .897

O - 15 6 -1.201 .659
7 -1.860 .571

O - 17 6 -3.874 .747
7 -3.191 .787

and polynomial degree specification for each truncated sample could not be
derived from the corresponding data set alone. 6/

We separated the data into two sets, 1975-80 and 1981-86. We showed the
results of the estimation and testing in table 6. Only at very low levels of
a can we fail to reject the hypothesis that the set of regression
coefficients for each time period for each specification does not differ from
each other. More explicitly, F(12,24;a.005) equals 3.42, which is slightly
greater than the F-test statistics in the table. It is probably not
appropriate to pool the data across the entire sample period, according to
this criterion. The results of the estimations in this report must be
conditioned on this finding.

Endpoint Constraints 

It is not uncommon to impose endpoint constraintswhen using the Almon lag
specification. Maddala (5) noted that these constraints can give plausible
shapes for the lagged distribution fitted by the Almon method; however, there
is no theoretical reason for imposing these restrictions. In our situation,
we were concerned with the period over which exchange rate changes affect
wheat exports. Thus, we were interested only in imposing a constraint that
forces the coefficient at period one plus the optimal lag length to be equal
to zero. We, therefore, have reestimated equations 6 and 7, imposing the '
constraint that 131+1 = 0 for the exchange rate series alone and for the
exchange rate series and the target price series together. In the following
formulas, a single prime next to the equation number refers to the restriction

6/ For example, if we tried to specify our export equation for 1981-86
without a polynomial restriction, we would have had only 24 observations
available to estimate 39 parameters. On the basis of 24 observations, we
could never derive the same lag specification as we used for the complete
data set covering 1975-86.
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Table 6--F-test for pooled data

Item Sse Df F-statistics

Specification 1:
1975-80 0.127 12
1981-86 *.200 12
1975-86 .863 36

exrw--second degree
tpw--third degree

Specification 2
1975-80 0.127 12
1981-86 .200 12
1975-86 .880 36

exrw--third degree
tpw--second degree

•••••

3.28

3.40

••••• = Not applicable.

on the exchange rate series alone. A double prime refers to restrictions on
both series. The estimation results are as follows:

xw = 8.464 - 0.470 qlt - 0.876 q2t - 0.407 q3t
(8.008) (0.070) (0.070) (0.069)

15 17
+ 0.665 wldgdpt + 2.670 E tpw - 2.459 E exrwt_i
(1.375) (1.059)i=0 (0.611)i=0

Re = .818
ssr =1.060
se = .169
dw =1.507

xw = 7.582 - 0.471 qlt - 0.869 q2t - 0.411 q3t
(7.973) (0.070) (0.070) (0.069)

15 17
+ 0.852 wldgdpt + 2.314 E tpw - 2.500 E exrwt_i
(1.365) (1.004)i=0 (0.616)i=0

ft = .817
ssr =1.091
se = .169
dw =1.483

(6')

(6")
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xw = 22.589 - 0.492 qlt - 0.908 q2t - 0.404 q3t
(9.256) (0.064) (0.064) (0.063)

15 17
- 1.431 wldgdpt + 4.141 Etpwt_. - 2.901 Eexrwt_i
(1.400) (1.071)i=0 1 (0.569)i=0

ft° = .847
ssr = .887
se = .155
dw =1.692

XW = 18.986 - 0.486 ql
t 
- 0.898 q2

t 
- 0.405 cpt

(10.585) (0.075) (0.075) (0.074)
15 17

- 0.871 wldgdpt + 2.365 Etpwt_. - 1.949 Eexrw
t-i(1.621) (1.123)i=0 1 (0.595)i=0

ft° = .793
ssr =1.235
se = .180
dw =1.304

(7')

(7")

The results are not that different from the unrestrained results. The sum of
the exchange rate coefficients is somewhat less in absolute terms, and the sum
of the target price coefficients and the world income coefficient are about
the same.

As Maddala noted, placing endpoint constraints on estimation amounts to a
linear restriction on the lag coefficients. It is possible and desirable to
test the restriction. The results of .F-tests of the endpoint constraints are
in table 7. The endpoint constraints are rejected except for equation 7'.
The exchange rate and target price effects together do not seem to decline as
one might expect.

Table 7--Tests of endpoint constraints

Equation/variable F-statistic for constraint

Equation 4:
exrw 8.21
exrw tpw 4.75

Equation 5:
exrw .29
exrw tpw 7.26

11



Comparisons with Previous Results 

The results from equations 6 and 7 differ slightly from those obtained in our

earlier report. We repeat our earlier estimate based on 1973-85 data. 7/

XW 7.62 - 0.40 ql
t 
- 0.91 q2

t 
- 0.29 q3

t
(4.05) (0.08) (0.07) (0.08)

12 12
+ 0.76 wldgdpt +2.06 Etpwt_. - 2.28 Eexrw
(0.58) (0.46)1=0 / (0.34)1=0

Re = .761
ssr = .820
se = .198
dw =1.383

-1
(8)

The summary statistics of the new regressions indicate a better fit than the

earlier regression (equation 8). Equations 6 and 7 have larger adjusted

R-squared values, Durbin-Watson statistics are closer to 2, and their equation

standard errors are smaller. The sums of the exchange rate and target price

coefficients are somewhat larger than the corresponding sums in equation 6.

All sums, however, have the predicted signs. The world income coefficient is

insignificant in all equations.

A difference between the old equation and new ones is the number of lags on

the two explanatory variable series. Equation 8 has a 12-quarter lag on both

the exchange rate and target price series. This specification can be

improved, at least for 1975-86, according to the fpe statistics in table 1.

One further check on the earlier result is to reestimate the equation with the

specification used in equation 6 or 7 with data only through 1985 to see

whether the inclusion of 1986 data has demonstrably affected the estimation

results. Equation 9 reports this estimation. The polynomial restrictions are

the same as those of equation 6:

'xw = 14.912 - 0.491 ql - 0.933 q2t - 0.041
(17.286) (0.068) (0.068) (0.067)

15 17
+ 0.305 wldgdp

t 
' + 2.893 Etpw. - 3.287 Eexrw .

t-1 .
(2.617) (1.887)1=0' . .(0.809)i=0

Re = .849
ssr = .789
se = .157
dw =1.572

(9)

Equations 6 and 9 are somewhat different. The sum of the exchange rate

coefficients excluding 1986 data is smaller (3.3 compared with 3.9), and the

sum of the target price coefficients is larger (2.9 compared with 2.2). The

standard error corresponding to the target price coefficients is much larger

(1.9 compared with 1.0). It is now more difficult to reject the hypothesis

that the sum of the target price coefficients does not differ,from zero. The

7/ This is equation 23 from (3).
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world income coefficient is indistinguishable from zero in both equations. In

spite of these differences, the sum of the exchange rate effects is of the

same order of magnitude as in equation 6. Thus, conclusions regarding the

effects of exchange rates on wheat exports are not dependent on the most

recently available data although there are some minor differences.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this report both confirm and extend those of our 1986 report.

First, changes in the real value of the dollar measured against export

competitors' currencies do affect changes in U.S. wheat export volume. Target

prices do act as a subsidy on U.S. wheat exports, while world income growth

has not contributed significantly to U.S. wheat exports.

One important difference that emerges in this report is that the statistical

time lag on the exchange rate effect is much longer than we thought before. A

change in the real value of the dollar does not fully affect U.S. wheat export

volume until 15 quarters (nearly 4 years) after the initial exchange rate

change. This result serves as a warning to policymakers who expect a large

turnaround in U.S. wheat export volume due to the recent depreciation of the

U.S. dollar.

Our research suggests the need for further study. Our model is a simple and

partial approach, and some of our statistical tests indicate certain

weaknesses to our approach. Our findings, however, suggest strong dynamic

relationships sometimes not considered in other approaches, especially static

simulation models.
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